Antisense inhibition of hMLH1 is not sufficient for loss of DNA mismatch repair function in the HCT116+chromosome 3 cell line.
We have reported that transfer of chromosome 3 (Chr3) containing a single wild-type copy of the hMLH1 gene into HCT116 colon cancer cells, a cell line deficient in DNA mismatch repair (MMR) activity attributable to inactivating hMLH1 mutations, corrects all of the aspects of the MMR repair-deficient phenotype. We inhibited the expression of the wild-type hMLH1 gene using antisense RNA in HCT116+Chr3 cells to determine if this would result in reversion to the MMR-deficient phenotype. Despite profound inhibition of hMLH1 expression, DNA MMR activity and alkylation sensitivity were not impaired in the antisense-transfected HCT116+Chr3 cells. Additionally, arrest of the cell cycle at the G2 phase with alkylation damage occurs in these cells, a phenotype associated with MMR proficiency. These results indicate that even with a reduction in the expression of hMLH1 protein below the limits of detection by Western blotting, DNA MMR activity remained fully functional (by direct DNA MMR activity assay). We would speculate that hMLH1 is expressed in substantially greater abundance than would be minimally necessary for DNA MMR and that minor reductions in the expression of this protein would not be sufficient to permit DNA MMR dysfunction. Alternatively, Chr3 may contain a second hMLH1 homologue that might overlap with the function of hMLH1.